Incase Origami Workstation is a convenient, multifunctional design that provides complete protection for your Apple Wireless Keyboard. It also folds quickly and easily into a stand that offers both horizontal and vertical viewing positions for your iPad. Even better, it works with most iPad cases, so you can keep your iPad in its own case while you type.

**Overview**

Incase Origami Workstation quickly folds into a stand that holds your iPad in horizontal or vertical positions for flexible viewing.

**Highlights**

- Thin, lightweight case for Apple Wireless Keyboard
- Folds into a stand for iPad
- Accommodates horizontal and vertical iPad viewing
- Secure snap-in keyboard attachment
- Velcro tabs for easy closure and stand setup

**Did you notice?**

A lightweight case for your Apple Wireless Keyboard that has a built-in stand for your iPad.

**What’s in the Box?**

Incase Origami Workstation (Note that a keyboard is not included.)
Tech Specs

Material: Hard Plastic
Height: 6.1 in./15.5 cm
Width: 12.52 in./31.8 cm
Weight: 12 oz./340.2 g
Length: 1.1 in./2.8 cm

Manufacturer Information

Part Number
Mfr. Part Number: A157934CN
UPC or EAN No.: 65045016167

Warranty
Note: Products sold through this website that do not bear the Apple Brand name are serviced and supported exclusively by their manufacturers in accordance with terms and conditions packaged with the products. Apple's Limited Warranty does not apply to products that are not Apple-branded, even if packaged to or sold with Apple products. Please contact the manufacturer directly for technical support and customer service.
Warranty: One year (For details, please visit www.goincase.com/support/warranty)

Manufacturer Note
Keyboard sold separately.

Compatibility

Questions about compatibility?
Call 1-800-MY-APPLE or Chat now

iPad models

iPad (1st generation) iPad 2 (2nd generation) iPad 3rd generation) iPad 4th generation)

Ratings & Reviews

Rating Breakdown (4.5 average)
5 Stars: 34
4 Stars: 1
3 Stars: 2
2 Stars: 1
1 Star: 5

Read all 42 customer reviews.
Write a review.

Perfect iPad companion!
I usually carry my iPad 2 and MacBook Air for work throughout the day but in most cases, all I really need is my iPad. The times are...More
Written by Terry J. from Daytona Beach | Jul 4, 2011
47 of 473 people found this useful

Great case and stand...
I usually pull out the keyboard when I do emails or online research. This case provides the perfect angle and is very sturdy so I...More
Written by Curtis H. from Avon, CT | Jul 12, 2011
377 of 473 people found this useful

Nice accessory for my iPad
It works perfectly with my iPad2. Very sturdy and it is a good protection cover for my keyboard. It is not made to transport the i...More
Written by Michael S from Farmington | Jul 16, 2011
305 of 473 people found this useful

Read all the most useful reviews.
Questions & Answers

Search for questions from other customers.

Answers from the community

Would this be compatible even if my ipad is in a griffin survivor case?
Answered by Emmett G. in Sandy, Oregon • Aug 26, 2011

Does the Incase Origami Case work with the Apple Wireless Keyboard 1314?
Answered by Angel S. in Fremont, OH • Dec 9, 2013

I already have Apples keyboard and ipad is there a case that will hold both together
Answered by Wonder D. in Miami, FL • Jan 9, 2013

See all 98 Questions

Others Also Bought

Apple USB SuperDrive
$79.00
Free Shipping | Available to ship within 24 hours
All Storage •

Smart Baby Monitor by Withings
$249.95
Free Shipping | Available to ship within 24 hours
All App-Enabled Accessories •

hipKey Proximity and Movement Alarm
$89.95
Free Shipping | Available to ship within 24 hours
All App-Enabled Accessories •